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The low energy spetrum of nite size metalli SWNTs
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Theoretishe Physik, Universität Regensburg, 93040 Germany
(Dated: November 1, 2018)
The eletroni spetrum of metalli nite-size single-wall arbon nanotubes at low energies is
derived. It is based on a tight-binding desription for the interating pz eletrons. Not only the
forward sattering parts of the Coulomb interation, whih are diagonalized by bosonization, are
onsidered, but also all other proesses beoming relevant for small diameter tubes. As a onsequene
of the substruture of the underlying lattie, a spin 1 triplet is found as ground state if the exhange
splitting is larger than the branh mismath, a spin 0 singlet otherwise. Moreover the exitation
spetrum is alulated.
PACS numbers: 73.63.Fg, 71.10.Pm, 71.70.Gm, 73.23.Hk
Single-walled arbon nanotubes (SWNTs) are one of
the most prominent examples for the realization of 1D
eletroni systems with orbital degeneray in nature. A
proper desription of the low energy regime has to take
into aount the Coulomb interation between the ele-
trons and the orresponding orrelation eets. Lut-
tinger Liquid behaviour, leading to power-law depen-
dene of various transport quantities, has been predited
theoretially for metalli SWNTs of innite length [1, 2℄
and was onrmed experimentally [3, 4℄. Considering
tubes of nite length, Kane et al. [5℄ have derived the
disrete energy spetrum of the olletive spin and harge
exitations and its dependene on the forward sattering
part of the Coulomb interation. Moreover, for SWNTs a
harging energy of the order of the level spaing is found,
leading to the observation of Coulomb blokade in SWNT
quantum dot devies [6, 7, 8, 9, 10℄. The aompanying
two- or fourfold periodiity of the Coulomb diamond size
an be understood by inluding the spin and band degrees
of freedom. A theory of transport through SWNT quan-
tum dots inorporating the mentioned forward sattering
interation proesses was worked out in [11℄. As disussed
below, the restrition to forward sattering terms is justi-
ed for large diameter tubes only, whereas the remaining
interation proesses beome more and more important
for dereasing tube diameters. They lead to exhange
eets and a modiation of the exitation spetrum.
Within a meaneld approah Oreg et al. [12℄ predited
exhange eets favouring spin alignment. The size of
the exhange splitting on the SWNT ground states was
measured by reent experiments [8, 9, 10℄.
A fundamental question regards the nature of the
ground state and exited spetrum of orrelated 1D sys-
tems. In a milestone theorem Lieb and Mattis [13℄
demonstrated that for a 1D Hubbard model with near-
est neighbour hopping, the ground state must have spin
0 or 1/2. They left open the question for systems with
orbital degeneray. This is the ase for SWNTs due to
the substruture of the underlying honeyomb lattie.
In this work we go beyond the mean eld approah
and derive the eletroni struture of metalli SWNTs in
the low energy regime from a mirosopi model. Beside
the long ranged forward sattering terms of the Coulomb
interation, whih are exatly diagonalized by bosoniza-
tion, we take into aount all other proesses beom-
ing relevant for small diameter SWNTs away from half-
lling. Beause of sattering proesses involving the or-
bital degree of freedom, we predit a spin 1 triplet as
ground state, if the exhange energy exeeds the en-
ergy mismath between the two eletron branhes and
if 4m+ 2 eletrons oupy the SWNT. Moreover the ex-
itation spetra are alulated. The large degeneraies of
the disrete energy levels, as obtained by only inluding
forward sattering terms, are partly lifted and the spetra
beome quasi-ontinuous when going to higher energies.
The low energy Hamiltonian of metalli nite size
SWNTs Without loss of generality we fous on arm-
hair SWNTs [14℄. As basis of our future disussion let
us reall the minimal model Hamiltonian to desribe
nite size armhair SWNTs at low energies derived in
[11℄. It is based on pz eletrons loalized on the graphene
honeyomb lattie whih ontains two arbon atoms,
p = ±, per unit ell. Let the SWNT axis be along
the x diretion and ignore for the moment interations.
Then, by imposing periodi boundary onditions along
the irumferene and open ones along the tube length,
eigenfuntions are standing waves ϕrκ(~r) with the
branh or pseudo-spin index r = ±. The wave number
κ desribes the slowly varying osillations of ϕrκ(~r).
The nite tube length L leads to the quantization
ondition κ = π(mκ + ∆)/L, mκ ∈ Z, |∆| ≤ 1/2.
The parameter ∆ is responsible for a possible energy
mismath between the branhes r = ±; its value depends
on the length and on the type of the onsidered SWNT
[15℄. Expliitly, ϕrκ(~r) an be deomposed into its
ontributions from the sublatties p = ±, ϕrκ(~r) =
1√
2
∑
p=± fpr
∑
F=±K0 sgn(F )e
isgn(F )κxϕpF (~r), where
f+ r = 1/
√
2 and f− r = −r/
√
2. The funtions ϕpF (~r)
desribe fast osillating Bloh waves at the two in-
dependent Fermi points F = ±K0 of the honeyomb
lattie, ϕpF (~r) = N
−1/2
L
∑
~R e
iFRxχ(~r − ~R − ~τp), where
2χ(~r − ~R − ~τp) is the pz orbital at lattie site ~R on
sublattie p and NL is the total number of lattie sites.
The non-interating Hamiltonian then reads
H0 = ~vF
∑
rσ
r
∑
κ
κc†rσκcrσκ,
where vF ≈ 8.1·105 m/s is the Fermi veloity of graphene
and crσκ annihilates an eletron in the state |ϕrκ〉 |σ〉.
Introduing the slowly varying 1D operators ψrσF (x) [11℄
dened along the tube axis,
ψrσF (x) =
1√
2L
∑
κ
eisgn(F )κxcrσκ, (1)
and integrating over the oordinates perpendiular to the
tube axis, the interation part of the Hamiltonian be-
omes eetively one dimensional. We nd
V =
1
2
∑
σσ′
∑
{[r],[F ]}
4∏
i=1
sgn(Fi)
∫ ∫
dx dx′U[r][F ](x, x′)
× ψ†r1σF1(x)ψ†r2σ′F2(x′)ψr3σ′F3(x′)ψr4σF4(x). (2)
Here
∑
{[r],[F ]} denotes the sum over all quadruples [r] =
(r1, r2, r3, r4) and [F ] = (F1, F2, F3, F4). Assuming that
the wave funtions ϕp,F (~r) and ϕ−p,F (~r) do not overlap,
the eetive 1D Coulomb interation potential
U[r][F ](x, x
′) =
1
4
[
U intra[F ] (x, x
′) (1 + r1r2r3r4) +
U inter[F ] (x, x
′) (r2r3 + r1r4)
]
, (3)
an be separated into an interation for eletrons on the
same (intra) and on dierent sublatties (inter), where
U
intra/inter
[F ] (x, x
′) = L2
∫ ∫
d2r⊥d2r′⊥
× ϕ∗pF1(~r)ϕ∗±pF2(~r ′)ϕ±pF3 (~r ′)ϕpF4(~r)U(~r − ~r ′),
and U(~r − ~r ′) is the Coulomb potential. For the
atual alulations we model U(~r − ~r ′) by the so
alled Ohno potential. Measuring distanes in units
of Å and energy in eV, it is given by U(~r − ~r ′) =
U0/
√
1 + (U0ǫ |~r − ~r ′| /14.397)2 eV [16℄. A reasonable
hoie is U0 = 15 eV [12℄. The dieletri onstant is
given by ǫ ≈ 1.4− 2.4 [1℄.
The relevant sattering proesses To proeed, it is
onvenient to introdue the notion of forward (f)-, bak
(b)-, and Umklapp (u)- sattering for an arbitrary in-
dex quadruple [I] assoiated to the four eletron op-
erators in (2). With SI being the type of satter-
ing proess for the quantity I, we denote a quadru-
ple [I,±I,±I, I] by [I]SI=f± , while [I]b is equivalent to
[I,−I, I,−I]. Finally Umklapp sattering means [I]u =
[I, I,−I,−I]. As we will show in the sequel the inter-
ation part V of the Hamiltonian is of the form V =∑
Sr=f,b,u
∑
SF=f,b
∑
Sσ=f
VSrSFSσ , where
VSrSFSσ :=
1
2
∑
{[r]Sr ,[F ]SF ,[σ]Sσ}
∫ ∫
dx dx′U[r][F ](x, x′)
× ψ†r1σF1(x)ψ
†
r2σ′F2
(x′)ψr3σ′F3(x
′)ψr4σF4(x). (4)
We start with the Sr sattering types. From (3) it is
evident, that the eetive interation potential is only
nonzero for r2r3 = r1r4. Hene we have to distinguish
between the following two ases,
a) r1 = r4, r2 = r3 and b) r1 = −r4, r2 = −r3.
In ase a) we have Sr = f and U[r]f [F ](x, x
′) is the sum
of intra- and inter- lattie interation. Case b) omprises
Sr = b and Sr = u, with U[r]b/u[F ](x, x
′) being the dier-
ene of the two types of sublattie interations. Now we
look at the allowed SF proesses. Although not dealing
with an innite system, after the integrations along the
tube axis in (2), only terms with F1 + F2 − F3 − F4 = 0,
i.e. the SF = f and SF = b proesses, dominate as
a onsequene of the approximate onservation of quasi
momentum. All other proesses, inluding SF = u, have
very small amplitudes. Finally, regarding the spin in-
dex, only Sσ = f terms are allowed, sine the Coulomb
interation is spin independent.
Additionally, away from half lling, only terms with
r1F1 + r2F2 − r3F3 − r4F4 = 0 are relevant in (2), due
to onservation of the quasi momentum, arising from the
slow osillations of the 1D eletron operators.
Sine U intra[F ] and U
inter
[F ] dier only at the length sale
of the lattie spaing [1℄, the interation potential for ase
b) (→ Sr = b, u) is generally short ranged ompared to
the slowly varying eletron operators ψrσF , whereas in
ase a) (→ Sr = f), this is only true for the SF = b
terms. Hene for Sr = b, u or SF = b the orresponding
interations beome eetively loal:
VSrSFSσ := Lu
Sr SF
∑
{[r]Sr ,[F ]SF ,[σ]FS}
×
∫ L
0
dxψ†r1σF1(x)ψ
†
r2σ′F2
(x)ψr3σ′F3(x)ψr4σF4(x), (5)
where the oupling onstants are given by uSr SF =
1/
(
2L2
) ∫ ∫
dx dx′U[r]Sr ,[F ]SF (x, x
′). It holds ub SF =
uuSF =: u∆SF and we dene u+ := uf b. The ratio
uSr SF /ε0 is independent of L but sales like 1/d where
d is the tube diameter, suh that these proesses beome
negligible for large diameter tubes. Numerially we nd
u+ ≈ u∆ b = 0.22 [0.28] ε0d Å and u∆ f = 0.14 [0.22] ε0d Å for
ǫ = 1.4 [2.4].
3Density-density interations In the next step we in-
trodue the quantities Vρρ and Vnρρ that ollet all in-
teration proesses that are of density-density and non-
density-density form, respetively, suh that in total
H = H0 + Vρρ + Vnρρ . Sine the short ranged inter-
ations are treated as loal, we obtain
Vρρ := Vf f f + Vf+ b f+ + Vb f+/b f+ ,
where the dominating part of the interation away from
half lling is the long-ranged term Vf f f . Using bosoniza-
tion tehniques [17℄, the Hamiltonian H0 + Vρρ an be
diagonalized and we nd
H0 + Vρρ =
∑
jδ
∑
q>0
εjδqa
†
jδqajδq +
1
2
EcN 2c
+
1
2
∑
rσ
Nrσ
[
Nrσ
(
ε0 − u+
)
+ rε∆ − J
2
N−rσ
]
, (6)
where we have dened J := 2(u∆ f + u∆ b). The rst
term desribes disrete exitations reated/annihilated
by the bosoni operators ajδq/a
†
jδq. The four han-
nels jδ = c+, c−, s+, s+ are related to total and rela-
tive (with respet to the r index) harge and spin ex-
itations. With the level spaing of the free eletrons,
ε0 := ~vF
π
L , and ε0q := ε0nq, q = nq
π
L the relations
εc+q = ε0q
√
1 + 8Wq/ε0, εs/c−q = ε0q(1 − u∆ b/ε0) and
εs+q = ε0q(1 + u
∆ b/ε0) hold. Due to the dominating
Vf f f ontribution, the ratio gq := ε0q/εc+q is strongly
redued for small q (gq ≈ 0.2) and for large q, gq tends to
1 [11℄. Small orretions due to the oupling onstants
u+ and u∆ f have been omitted. Finally,
Wq =
1
L2
∫ L
0
dx
∫ L
0
dx′ cos(qx) cos(qx′)U[r]f [F ]f (x, x
′).
The remaining terms in (6) are fermioni ontributions,
aounting for the energy ost of hanging the number
of eletrons in the dierent branhes (rσ). The opera-
tors Nrσ ount the eletrons in (rσ) and Nc =
∑
rσNrσ.
The single summands aount for (in the order of ap-
pearane) the Coulomb harging energy Ec = W0, the
shell lling energy (beause of Pauli's priniple), a possi-
ble energy mismath ε∆ = sgn(∆)ε0 min(2 |∆| , 2 |∆| −
1) between the r branhes if |∆| 6= 0, 1/2, and a
favourable spin alignment of eletrons with dierent r
due to Vb f+/b f+ . Note also that the shell lling energy
is modied by the attrative ontribution −u+ due to
Vf+ b f+ . The eigenstates of H0 + Vρρ are | ~N, ~m 〉 :=∏
jδq
(
a†jδq
)mnδq
/
√
mjδq !| ~N, 0 〉 , where | ~N, 0 〉 has no
bosoni exitation and
~N = (N−↑, N−↓, N+↑, N+↓) de-
nes the number of eletrons in eah of the branhes (rσ).
Non-density-density proesses In the following we
onentrate on the situation away from half-lling, where
the non-density-density proesses Vnρρ an be treated as
a small perturbation to the Hamiltonian H0 + Vρρ. We
alulate the low energy spetrum and the orrespond-
ing eigenstates of the full Hamiltonian H0 + Vρρ + Vnρρ
by evaluating the matrix elements 〈 ~N, ~m|Vnρρ| ~N ′, ~m′ 〉
and by trunating the Hilbert spae at a ertain eigenen-
ergy of H0 + Vρρ. Near half-lling the strength of Vnρρ is
highly enhaned and the trunation proedure therefore
questionable. We obtain
Vnρρ = Vf+ b f− + Vb f+/b f− + Vu f−/b f . (7)
Low energy spetrum Our trunation sheme to nd
the low energy spetrum is to only retain the energetially
lowest lying states of H0 + Vρρ whih have no bosoni
exitations. Using (1) and (5), we get for the matrix
elements of the ontributions on the r.h.s of (7),
〈
~N, 0 |VSrSFSσ | ~N ′, 0
〉
=
1
4
uSr SF
∑
{[r]Sr ,[F ]SF ,[σ]FS}
×
∑
κ1,...,κ4
〈
~N, 0
∣∣∣c†r1σκ1c†r2σ′κ2cr3σ′κ3cr4σκ4
∣∣∣ ~N ′, 0〉
× δP2
i=1 sgn(Fi)κi−
P
4
i=3 sgn(Fi)κi,0
, (8)
where the Kroneker-δ results from the integration along
the tube axis in (5). Note that the states | ~N, 0 〉 are
eigenstates of H0 + Vρρ and not of H0 alone. Hene the
evaluation of (8) in general is not straightforward. But
for the proesses relevant away from half-lling we get
the same result and physial insight if we onsider for
the alulation of (8) | ~N, 0 〉 as the Fermi sea lled up
with Nrσ noninterating eletrons in the branh rσ, i. e.
as an eigenstate of H0, as we will disuss elsewhere [18℄.
In the following we fous on the ase Nc = 4m + 2.
As trunated basis we use the states | ~N, 0 〉 with ~N =
(m+ 1,m+ 1,m,m) and permutations. In the following
we denote |(m+ 1,m+ 1,m,m), 0〉 by |↑↓,−〉 et. Using
(6) and (8) the interating Hamiltonian, restrited to the
states |↑, ↑〉, |↓, ↓〉, |↑, ↓〉, |↓, ↑〉, |↑↓,−〉 and |−, ↑↓〉, is
H = E0,4m+2+

−J2 0
−J2
0 −J2
−J2 0
u+ − ε∆ J2
0 J2 u
+ + ε∆


, (9)
with E0,4m+2 =
1
2EcN
2
c + (2m
2 + 2m + 1) (ε0 − u+) −
J(m2 + m) + 2u+m. Diagonalizing H , we
nd that its eigenstates are given by the spin
1 triplet |↑, ↑〉, |↓, ↓〉, 1/√2 (|↑, ↓〉+ |↓, ↑〉), the
spin 0 singlet 1/
√
2 (|↑, ↓〉 − |↓, ↑〉) and the two
states (c21/2 + 1)
−1/2 (c1/2 |↑↓,−〉 ± |−, ↑↓〉), where
c1/2 =
J
2 /
(√
ε2∆ + (J/2)
2 ± ε∆
)
. Relatively to E0,4m+2,
4the eigenenergies are −J/2 for the triplet states, J/2
for the singlet state and u+ ± √ε2∆ + (J/2)2 for the
remaining two states. Thus, under the ondition
J/2 >
√
ε2∆ + (J/2)
2 − u+, i.e. for a small band
mismath ε∆ . J/2, the ground state is threefold de-
generate and formed by the spin 1 triplet, otherwise by
(c22+1)
−1/2 (c2 |↑↓,−〉− |−, ↑↓〉). The low energy spetra
for the two ases ε∆ = 0 and ε∆ ≫ J/2 are shown in
Fig. 1 for a (6,6) armhair nanotube (orresponding
to d = 0.8 nm) with an assumed dieletri onstant
of ǫ = 1.4. The obtained values of J = 0.09ε0 and
u+ = 0.03ε0 are in good agreement with the experiments
[8, 10℄, where nanotubes with ε∆ ≫ J2 were onsidered.
In aordane with the disussion above, Moriyama et
al. [10℄ ould identify the ground state to Nc = 4m + 2
as a spin 0 singlet and also a spin 1 triplet was found.
Not observed so far has been the spin 1 triplet as ground
state and the mixing of |↑↓,−〉 and |−, ↑↓〉, as predited
by our alulation for nanotubes with ε∆ . J/2. We
emphasize that all the exhange splittings here result
from non-forward sattering proesses with respet to
the band index r. In the onsiderations of Lieb and
Mattis [13℄ suh an additional pseudo-spin degree of
freedom is missing and so we onjeture that this is
the reason why their theorem an not be applied in
our ase. The meaneld result of Oreg et al. [12℄ for
the ground state struture to Nc = 4m + 2 essentially
an be obtained by setting the o-diagonal elements
in (9) to zero. Therefore if ε∆ ≫ J2 , the meaneld
approah yields the same ground state spetrum as
our work, but with dierent degeneraies : Instead of
having a threefold degeneray of the spin 1 triplet
and no degeneray for the spin 0 singlet, a twofold
degeneray of the states |↑, ↑〉 , |↓, ↓〉 and |↑, ↓〉, |↓, ↑〉
respetively, is obtained. Additionally for ε∆ . J/2, the
meaneld theory is not apable of prediting the mixing
of the states |↑↓,−〉 and |−, ↑↓〉 with the aompanying
exhange splitting. The ground states of H0+Vρρ to the
harge states Nc 6= 4m+ 2 do not mix via Vnρρ and thus
the orresponding energies an be determined easily by
using eqs. (6) and (8) for
~N = ~N ′.
Exitation spetrum So far no bosoni exitations
were involved in our ground state examination. In order
to disuss the exitation spetrum ofH = H0+Vρρ+Vnρρ,
the matrix elements of 〈 ~N, ~m|Vnρρ| ~N ′, ~m′ 〉 must be de-
termined. The detailed alulation, based on bosoniza-
ton tehniques, will be given in a longer artile [18℄. After
trunating the Hilbert spae at suiently high energies
and diagonalizing H we obtain for Nc = 4m+2 the spe-
trum as shown in Fig. 2. For omparison we also show
the spetrum of the standard theory [1, 5, 11℄ as ob-
tained by only retaining the dominating forward satter-
ing proesses of Vρρ. Most striking is the partial lifting
of the huge degeneraies and the formation of a quasi
ontinuum at higher energies.
In onlusion we have derived a mirosopi low en-
Figure 1: Low energy spetrum of a (6, 6) SWNT for Nc =
4m + 2. (a) For ε∆ = 0 the ground state is formed by the
spin 1 triplet (→ ⊕). The states |↑↓,−〉 and |−, ↑↓〉 mix. (b)
For ε∆ ≫ J/2 the ground state is given by the spin 0 state
|↑↓,−〉 . The spin 0 singlet is indiated by ⊗. The interation
parameters are J = 0.09ε0, u
+ = 0.03ε0.
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Figure 2: Exitation spetrum of a (6.6) SWNT inluding
only forward sattering proesses (→ ×) and for the total
Hamiltonian H = H0+ Vρρ + Vnρρ (→ ♦). Note the logarith-
mi sale of the x-axis. The energy of the lowest c+ exitation
is 4.3 ε0. All other interation parameters are as for Fig. 1.
ergy theory for nite size metalli SWNTs away from
half lling, inluding non-density-density interation pro-
esses, whih beome relevant for small diameter tubes.
The ground state and exitation spetra have been deter-
mined. In partiular, we predit a spin 1 triplet as ground
state forNc = 4m+2, if the energy mismath ε∆ between
the dierent pseudo-spin branhes is muh smaller than
the exhange energy J, a spin 0 singlet otherwise. For
ε∆ . J/2 we furthermore nd that the pseudo-spin is
not onserved and the orresponding degeneray is lifted.
We notie that in [10℄ an energy mismath ε∆ ≫ J2 was
used to t the data and, in agreement with our theory,
a singlet ground state has been inferred from magneti
eld measurements. Observation of the triplet ground
5state is within experimental reah.
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